Introduction.
Let G be a connected semisimple Lie group and ir an irreducible unitary representation of G on a Hubert space. Let C"(G) denote the class of all (complex-valued) functions on G which vanish outside a compact set and which are indefinitely differentiable everywhere. Then we have seen in [8 ] that for any fE C" (G) the operator / f(x)-w(x)dx (dx is the Haar measure on G) has a trace which we shall denote by Tr(f). The mapping TT: f->TT(f) is then a distribution which depends only on the equivalence class of it. Hence if £ is the set of all equivalence classes of irreducible unitary representations of G, we have a distribution P" defined for each wGÊ. Our object is to find a (positive) measure du on £ such that /(1) =feTu<J)du u^c"(g)) at least in case G is a complex group. Let/' be the function^)
x-»conj (/(x-1)) (xEG) and let F=f *f where * denotes group convolution. Then where Na(f) -\\ff(x)Tr(x)dx\\2 for any 7rGw. This formula may be regarded as the analogue of the Plancherel formula for abelian groups or of the Peter-Weyl completeness relation for compact groups (see Gelfand and Naimark [3, p. 198] ).
Although the final formula of this paper is applicable only when G is complex, the complex structure of G plays no essential role in the earlier stages of the computation.
Hence, in the hope that the present method could perhaps be extended to arbitrary semisimple Lie groups, we shall avoid making the assumption about the complexity of G until it becomes absolutely necessary.
2. Some preliminary results. Let g0 be the Lie algebra of G over the field R of real numbers. We define fo, f)t>", and rt0 as in [6, §2] . Let K, A+, N be the analytic subgroups of G corresponding to f0, f)t>0, and n0 respectively. Then K is closed and it contains the center Z of G. Let fo = [fo, fo] be the derived algebra and c0 the center of f0-We denote by K' and D the analytic subgroups of K corresponding to f0' and c0 respectively. X' is semisimple and compact and D, being the connected component of the centralizer of X' in X, is closed. Put G*=G/DC~\Z and let x->x* denote the natural mapping of G on G*. Then X* is compact. We shall say that a representation it of G on a Banach space is permissible if 7r(z) is a scalar multiple of the unit operator for all zEZC\D. The proof is exactly the same as that given in §5 of [8] . We can therefore conclude from Lemma 1 of [8] that Jf(x)ir(x)dx has a trace. We denote this trace by T*(f) and prove exactly as in §5 of [8] that the mapping P*:/->PT(/) (fEC"(G)) is a distribution which depends only on the equivalence class of it. We shall call TT the character of it.
Lemma 2. Let it be a permissible unitary representation of G on a Hilbert space ¡Q. Suppose dim §d< °° for every 35 GOE. Then § can be written as a sum(2) of a countable number of mutually orthogonal closed subspaces each of which is invariant and irreducible under ir(G).
By going over to the simply connected covering group of G it follows that ( 2) The sum here is understood in the sense of Hilbert space theory. It denotes the closure of the algebraic sum.
for any homomorphism £ of Z into the field C of complex numbers we can find a homomorphism 77 of K into C such that 77(2) = ?(z) for zET)C\Z (see §9 of [6] ). Therefore in particular we can choose 77 such that ■k(z)=t\(z)-k(\) (zED(~\Z). Then r}(u~l)iv(u) (uEK) depends only on u* and if we denote it by ir*(u*) the mapping tt*: w*->tt*(m*) is a representation of K* on §. Let ß* be the set of all equivalence classes of finite-dimensional simple representations of K*. We denote by §J, (35 G ß*) the subspace of those elements in § which transform under ir*(K*) according to 35. Then it is clear that dim §|)< °o. Since K* is a compact Lie group, ß* is a countable set. Hence we can arrange its elements in a sequence 3),-(i^ 1). We shall now define a sequence of closed subspaces $>¡ (j^O) with the following properties:
(i) §y is invariant under ir(G).
(¡i) $o Eii sk (iii) §y+0 §j and the orthogonal complement of §,-in §J+i is the sum of a finite number of mutually orthogonal closed spaces each of which is invariant and irreducible under tr(G).
We proceed by induction on j. Put §0 = {0}. Now suppose £>y has been defined. Let V,-be the orthogonal complement of ¿py in §. Since w is unitary, Vj is invariant under 7r(G where 7r¿(z) = £¿(z)7t¿(1). Since P(/)?¿0 it follows that £i(z) =£2(z). Hence we can find a homomorphism 77 of 7C into C such that n(z) =£i(z) =^2(z) if zEZC\D. Now define as above a representation 7r* of X* by putting x*(w*) = 77(m-1)7Tj(m) (uEX) and let §*j> denote the subspace of those elements in §,• which transform under tt*(X*) according to 35 (35GOE*, *«"1, 2). Again we arrange the elements of Í2* in a sequence 35y (js£l). In view of Lemma 2, ÍQi can be written as a sum (2) We proceed by induction on/ Suppose a has been defined as a 1-1 mapping Mi,r~i onto Mi.r~i (r^l) satisfying the above two requirements for j^r -i and &G-M~i,r_i. We shall now extend it on Mi,r. We may clearly assume that at least one of the above two sets Ni(£)r), A2(£)r) is not empty since otherwise Mi.r = Mi,r-i (¿ = 1,2) and no extension is needed. Let Pi,k and P,,® denote the orthogonal projections of §,• on Wi,k and §*<j, respectively (35GO*, *=1, 2). Put 4>i.k(x) = sp (P,-,svP¿,iir<(*)£¿,sD,), 2) be this number. Then the above proof shows that Wi(<r) =n2(cr). In particular if iri=ir2 = ir (say), this number, which we now denote by n(cr), is independent of the particular decomposition of § into mutually orthogonal invariant irreducible subspaces. If « is the equivalence class of a, we call n(a) the multiplicity of co in 7r. It is clear from Lemma 1 that for any / GC(G),
where Pu is the character and n(w) the multiplicity of « in ir and the series is absolutely convergent.
We may therefore write TT = Y,n(o))Ta. »EC
Let T be a distribution on G. We shall say that T is a character of G if there exists a representation 7r satisfying the conditions of Lemma 1 such that License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use P is the character of tt. T is said to be unitary or irreducible if it may be chosen to be unitary or irreducible. 3. Computation of some characters. We know that the mapping (u, h, n) -^uhn (uEX, hEA+, nEN) is a homeomorphism of XXA+XN onto G. Here ir(x)f(u*) denotes the value of the function ir(x)f at u* and p has the same meaning as in [6, §12] . It is easy to verify (see [6, §12] ) that it is in fact a representation.
Let nto, f)t0, and f)0 be the subalgebras of g0 as defined in [6, §2] and let Mo, A°_, and A0 be the corresponding analytic subgroups of G. Then A0 is a maximal connected abelian subgroup of G and therefore it is closed. Let M and A^ respectively be the centralizers of A+ and A0 in X. Then they are both closed subgroups of X. Since m0 and f)t0 respectively are the centralizers of f)Po and f)o in f0 (see Lemma 4, §2 of [6] ), Af0 and A°_ are the components of identity of M and A^ respectively.
Put A =A+A-We shall see later that A is exactly the centralizer of A° in G. Let g be the complexification of g0 and f), f)", f)t, m the subalgebras of g spanned by f)0l ^oi f)t()l trio respectively over C. We define positive roots of g (with respect to f)) and divide them into two disjoint classes P+ and P_ as described in [6, §2] . For every root a select an element Xa^0 in g such that Therefore it follows from the Peter-Weyl Theorem for K* that no irreducible representation of K occurs more often in the reduction of ir(K) than its degree. Hence Lemma 1 is applicable. Since 51 is a bounded operator it follows (see Lemma 1 of [8]) that TS is of the trace class. We propose to compute Sp (TS). Since / vanishes outside a compact set it is clear that for a fixed v, F(u, v) vanishes outside a compact set on X. Since F(u, vy) = F(uy~1, v) (yEZ) it follows that the sum Et^zod F(u> ^ ^s defined and depends only on (u*, v*). Put Thus TS is represented here as an integral operator with the kernel 4>. It is clear that«!? is also indefinitely difierentiable on X*XX*. In order to compute Sp TS we make use of the following lemma. (<j> E £, v* EK*).
Then u*->l(u*) is a representation of K* on §. Since Xo is of class C°° it is differentiable under / (see [6, §9] ). Therefore if we use the arguments of the proof of Lemma 3 of [8] we see that the series EsE"* d('&)x®(v*~1)l(v*)'kodv* converges absolutely in £> to Xo. Hence The above formula shows that Pa,a is not only a distribution but actually a measure (see [10] ). Therefore it may be regarded as a continuous linear functional on the space CC(G) of all continuous functions on G which vanish outside a compact set. Moreover we know (see [6, §12] ) that if A+p takes pure imaginary values on f)Po and 177(x) | =1 (xEG), ir (and therefore it«) is a unitary representation of G. Hence PA,« is a unitary character if A+p is pure imaginary on i)Vo and 5 is a unitary class (i.e. the class of a unitary representation of Mi). For any 35Gß let (35:5) denote the number of times 5 occurs in the reduction of 35 with respect to Mi. Then we know (see A. Weil [12, p. 83] and [6, §12] ) that 35 occurs exactly (35:5) times in the reduction of ir{ with respect to K.
We shall now derive another expression for the character Pa,s when Mi = MoZ. Since ZEK, every element hEA°Z can be written uniquely as h = h+h" where h+EA+ and h"EA°_Z. Let A0* be the image of A°_ in K*.
Then .41.* is a maximal abelian subgroup of the compact Lie group M0*. Hence every element in M0* is conjugate (with respect to Mo*) to some element in A0*. Therefore it follows from known theory (see Weyl [13] ) that if the Haar measure ¿A_ on A°_Z is suitably normalised /y(m)dm = \ y(hJ)A4h_)2dh- 4. Transformation of certain integrals. We keep to the notation of §2. Let X-»ad X (AGgo) denote the adjoint representation of g0. We say that an element A G go is singular if the characteristic polynomial of ad X in the indeterminate X is divisible by XI+1 (/ = dim f)0). The coefficient of X! is clearly a polynomial function(6) F(X) on g0 which is not identically zero. Since X is singular if and only if F(X) =0, it follows that the set of singular elements is closed and nowhere dense in the Euclidean space go. We call an element regular if it is not singular. Let x->Ad (x) (xEG) denote the adjoint representation of G on g0. It is clear that Ad (x)X (xEG) is regular if and only if X is regular.
as in [6, §2] . Similarly Ad (M-1)f)r0Cfo and fo^(f)o+n0) = f)t0. Therefore Ad (*-*)$*, E &,", Ad (*-»)&, E K Hence Ad (M_1)f)oCf)o and so uEA'_. Therefore in order to prove our assertion we have only to show that n = 1. This follows from the lemma below.
Lemma 8. Let II be a regular element in f)o-Then w-»Ad (n)H (nEN) is a 1-1 mapping of N onto the set of all elements of the form H+Z (ZGtto).
Define Xa and n as in the proof of Lemma 4. Then no = ttr5g0; since N is nilpotent every nEN can be written in the form « = exp X (XGn0 
Corollary.
A =A+A-is exactly the centralizer of A°=A+A°_ in G.
Let x be an element of G which commutes with all elements in A0. Then it follows from Lemma 7 that x = uh where uEAL and hEA+. Since x commutes with A" the same is true of u. Hence u lies in the centralizer yl_ of A0 mK.
Since g0 is a vector space over R of finite dimension we can regard it as an analytic manifold(7) and identify in the usual way the tangent space at each point AGgo with g0 itself. Then if / is a function on g0 which is difierentiable at A,
Similar remarks hold also for any linear subspace of g0 which may also be regarded as an analytic manifold. Consider the subgroup AaZ in G. It is clear that Ad (.4°) is a maximal connected abelian subgroup of Ad (G) and therefore it is closed. Hence A°Z is closed in G. Let £ denote the factor space G/A°Z consisting of all cosets of the form xA°Z (xEG). We regard £ as an analytic manifold in the usual way (see [l ] ) and denote by x->* the natural mapping of G on £. Then for any fixed 77Gf)o, Ad (x)77 depends only on *. We put *77 = Ad (x)77 (xGG). It is evident that the mapping <p: (x, 77)->*77 (xG£, TZGflo) is an analytic mapping of £xf)o into g0. We consider the differential^) of <p. Let (') We shall follow the terminology of Chevalley [l] in the rest of this paper.
Define A'_ as in Lemma 7 and put A' =A'_A+. Since Ad (A'_) is the normalizer of Ad (A0) in Ad (K), it is closed and therefore compact. Since f)f0 is the normalizer of f)o in fo it follows that A°_ is the connected component of AL and therefore A'/A°Z^A'_/A°_ZC*Ad (AL)/Ad (A°_) is finite. We denote by W the finite group A'/A°Z. For any xG£ and 5G W we define xs as follows. Choose xEG and aEA' lying above x and s respectively.
Then the coset xa^4°Z depends only on x and 5 and we define xs to be this coset. It is clear that xs^x unless s = l. Since WE&, sH (sEW, HEf)o) is defined and lies in f)0. Now suppose xiiïi = x2Z¡T2 (xi, x2G£; Hi, HiEfyi). Then if x< liesinGabovex¿(¿=l, 2), Ad (xi).rTi = Ad (x2)ii2and therefore, from Lemma 7, xï1x2EA' and ZZi = Ad (xï1x2)H2. Hence there exists an sEW such that x2 = xis and H2 = s~1Hi. Moreover x^Xi unless 5 = 1. Therefore if w is the order of the group W, there are exactly w distinct points in £xf)i which have the same image in gt.
Since ^4°Z is abelian, it is unimodular and therefore (see Weil [ll, p. 42]) there exists a measure dx (which is unique apart from a constant factor) on £ such that it is invariant under the translations induced on £ by G. Let n = dim g0 and let (Hi, ■ ■ ■ , HO be a base for f)0 so that r =w -I (in the notation used above). As before let Xu ■ ■ ■ , A% be a base for g0 mod f)0. Let w be a left invariant differential form of degree « on G such that w(Xi, ■ • ■ , Xr, Hi, ■ • ■ , Hi) = 1. Then if ¿> is the differential form of degree r on £ corresponding to the (suitably normalized) invariant measure we have where f is the differential form on £xf)o corresponding to the product measure dxdH. Therefore taking into account the fact that every point in gt has exactly w distinct pre-images in £xf)i, we can conclude that Kl We shall now show that P0 is closed in R. Let tk be a sequence in P0 which converges to tER. Then tk remains bounded and therefore | Z(tk) \ also remains bounded. Since every bounded closed subset of no is compact, we can choose a subsequence tki such that Z(tki) converges to a limit Z in rto.
Then 4>(Z) = lim <b(Z(tki)) = lim exp lkX -exp tX. Hence it is a topological mapping of N onto n0 from Lemma 8. The corollary now follows immediately from Lemma 10. We shall also prove the following lemma which will be useful later. Lemma 11. There exists a neighbourhood U of zero in f)0 such that the exponential mapping is univalent and regular on U+Xlo and exp H is regular in G for every 77^0 in U.
It is obvious that there exists a neighbourhood U of zero in f)0 such that exp 77 is regular for all 77^0 in U and the mapping 77->exp 77 is univalent on U. Now we know (see Chevalley [l, p. 157]) that the exponential mapping is regular at a point AGgo if and only if det ((1-exp ( -adA))/adA) 5^0.
But if HEU and AGn0, det ((1-exp (-ad(77+A)))/ad(77+A)) = det ((l-e-""0/adi0 = LL>o ((l-e~-^)/a(H))Y[a>o («««"-l)/a(iï)*0.
Hence the exponential mapping is regular on cV+Tto-Now suppose exp (i7i+Ai) = exp (772+A2) (77i, TT2Gc/; Xlt A2Gn0). Let A¿ = exp TT¿ (*=1, 2). Then it is clear that h2 E hiN and therefore 7zf 1h2 E NC\A ° = {1}. Since the exponential mapping is univalent on U it follows that 77i=772. Put 77 = 77i = 772. Then if 77 = 0, exp Ai = exp A2. Since the exponential mapping is well known to be univalent on no, AX = A2. On the other hand suppose 77^0. Then exp 77 is regular and therefore from Lemma 10, Ai = A2. This proves the lemma.
The exponential mapping maps U+xio topologically into G. Moreover if U is compact, exp (¿7+no) is closed in G.
The first assertion is obvious from Lemma 11. Moreover it follows from Lemma 10 that exp (U+rio) = (exp U)N. Therefore if U is compact, exp U is also compact and therefore (exp U)N is closed.
Let Gi be the set of all regular elements of G which are conjugate to some element in A°Z. Let Ax be the set of all regular elements in 4°. Define the factor space £ = G/4°Z as before. For any *G£ and hEA°Z define hx = xhx~l where x is any element of the coset x. Then <p: (x, h)^>hx is a continuous mapping of £x4°Z into G and <p(£x4xZ) =Gi. We shall prove that <p is regular on £x^4iZ. Since ^4iZ is obviously open in A°Z, it would follow that Gi is open in G. Let Xi, ---, Xr be a base for g0 mod f)0 and let 7r denote the natural mapping of G on £. Then if xEx we know that (dw)xXi, l^i^r, is a base for the tangent space of £ at x. Now if XEQo and iíGílo, Then a' is irreducible and if 5' is its classic (A) =£¡(uhu~l) = £s(A*) (hEA°_Z).
Since every element in Mo is conjugate (with respect to Mo) to some element in A°_, every class in o>m0z is completely determined by the restriction of its character on A°_Z. Hence s_15 is uniquely defined.
Notice that if a is a root, sa is also a root and sa is zero on f)Po if and only if the same holds for a. Let A, = j(A+p)-p. Then the above theorem shows that Pa*,ss =Pa,s (5Gwm"z). Conversely suppose Ai, A2 are two linear functions on f)0 and Si, 52 two classes in wm0z such that Pa^s^ Pa2,s2. Then it follows from the above theorem that ©a1,81 = @a2,j2 on Gi. Therefore E exp {s(Ai + p)(log A+)}|,í,(A_) = E exp {s(A2 + p)(log k+)}£sS"(k-) for all regular AG^4°Z. But since both sides are continuous functions on ^4°Z and the set of regular elements is dense in ^4°Z, they are equal everywhere. Now the exponentials of distinct linear functions are well known to be linearly independent (see for example [8, Lemma 41]). Hence it follows on putting h-= 1 that As=A*0 for SoEW. Let Wo be the subgroup consisting of all tEW such that A2=A2. Therefore if we compare coefficients of exp {(A2+p)(log h+)} on the two sides we get E Uii(*-) = E W*-) (*-e a°z).
(G»'o tG\v0
But every element in Mo is conjugate to some element in A°_ and therefore 12 £¡«o«i(w) = Z £ifc(»0 (™ G MoZ).
t(=w0 ¡£f0
On the other hand it is well known that the characters corresponding to distinct irreducible classes are linearly independent.
Hence 52 = fc05i for some tEWo. Put s = tso-Then A2=A* and 52 = s5i. Thus we have the following lemma.
Lemma 12. Let Ai, A2 be two linear functions on ï)o0 and Si, 52 two classes in WAf0z. Then Tx1,s1 = Pa2,{2 */ and only if there exists an element sE W such that A2=AJ and ôi = sSi. 5. Plancherel formula for complex semisimple Lie groups. We shall now assume that G is a complex semisimple group. We keep to the notation of §2 of [6] . We extend T to a linear mapping of go onto itself by defining r(T(A)) = -X (AGfo). Let (-1)1'2 be a fixed square root of -lin C. Then if c = a + (-l)"2& (a, bER) we put c *X = aX+bT(X) (AGgo). Under this multiplication go becomes a Lie algebra over C. We shall denote this complex algebra by g*.
Similarly the algebra f)0 = í)r0 + í)p0» regarded as a (complex) subalgebra of g*, will be denoted by f)*. Then f)* is a Cartan subalgebra of g*. Let A-»ad X (AGg*) denote the adjoint representation of g* and let B(X, Y) = sp (ad A ad Y) (X, FGg*). Given any linear function X on f)*, we denote by TT\ the unique element in f)* such that X(TT)=P(TT, 77x) for all TTGf)*.
Let T7i, • • • , 77¡ be a base for f)^ over R. Then it is also a base for f)* over C. We shall say that X is real if TTx = Ziá¿á¡ cJii (cíER), and furthermore that X>0 if X^O and cj>0 where/ is the least index (1 újíkl) such that c¡^0. For every root a of g* (with respect to f)*) we choose an element A^O in g* such that [ir, Aa]=a(77) *Xa (77Gf)*)-We can do this in such a way that 7J(Aa, A_") = l and Aa-A_«, (-1)1'2 * (Aa+A_a) are both in ï" (The corresponding statement on p. 814 of my earlier note (Proc. Nat. Acad.
Sei. U. S. A. vol. 37(1951) pp. 813-818) has wrong signs.) Since every root a is real, TT«= Z<=i oâHi (alER). Let n*= Z«£Q C*Xa where Q is the set of all roots or>0. Then n* is a nilpotent sugalgebra of g* to which there corresponds an analytic subgroup N of G. We shall denote by n0 the space n* regarded as a real vector-subspace of go-Let g be the complexification of the real algebra g0. Let Ï, p, f), f)t, and f)p respectively denote the subspaces of g spanned by f0, po, f)o, f)f0, and t)Po over C. We denote by y the isomorphism between g* and f given by y(c * X) =cX Put X+ = (X, 0) and X_ = (0, -X). Then if X is real (in the sense described above) \+(H) =\(H) and X_(iPj=conj X(iî) for iJGflo. Therefore, in particular, for every root a (of g* with respect to b*) we get two linear functions a+, a_ on b and if we put X+ =y+(y(Xa)), X~ =y_(y(Xa)), we have
[H, X+a] = a+(H)X+a, [H, X~] = a-(H)X~a (H E b).
Notice that a+^a_ since a+ vanishes on Y_(bi) while a_ vanishes on 7+(br) and neither of them is zero. Hence for each root a of g* we get two distinct roots a+ and a_ of g. Moreover if we take (Hi, ■ ■ ■ , Hi, ( -\)ll2T(H0,
• • • » ( -1)1I2T(H0) as an ordered base for bPo + ( -l)1/2br0 over R and define the sets P, P+, and P_ of positive roots of g with respect to this base (see [6, §2] ), we find that if aEQ, a+ and a_ are both in P. In view of the isomorphisms 7+ and 7_ it is clear that every root of g is of the form +a± (aEQ). Hence every root in P is the form a± for some aEQ-Moreover since a is complex-linear, it cannot vanish on b)j0. Therefore the set P_ is empty and P = P+. Now let Xa = X¿+T(X¿!') (X¿, Xa"Gïo). Then y(Xa) =X¿ +(-l)1'2Xa" and it is easily verified that X« = (Xa-(-l)v*P(Xa))/2, X:= (Xa+(-iyi2T(Xa))/2.
Hence Xa = Xt+X~ and therefore n* =n0CgoA { E«EQ (CXt + CXZ)). Since dimÄ no = 2 dimc n*, dim^ rto is equal to the number of roots in P+ = P. Hence n0 = g»n{ 2Z^Q(CXt+cx-). where the bar denotes complex conjugate. Put p = (l/2) E<*e<2 a and let K and A+ be the analytic subgroups of G corresponding to f0 and bPo respec-[May tively. Then X is compact. Moreover Co={o} in the present case and therefore D = {1}. Let du and dn denote the Haar measures on X and N respectively.
We assume fxdu = 1. The following theorem is the principal step in the proof of the Plancherel formula for G (see Gelfand and Naimark [3, p. 198]). Let gi be the set of all regular elements in g0. Then we know (see Chevalley [2] ) that every XGgi is conjugate under G to some HEfyo-Since the set of singular elements in g0 is of measure zero, f g(X)dX = f g(X)dX *J an Ja.
and Lemma 9 is applicable. Now P_ is empty and it follows from our earlier remarks that
II I ß(H) I = II I «(H) \2 (H E b").
ß&p+ «e« Moreover the set of singular elements in b0 is also of measure zero (with respect to the Euclidean measure dH on b0). The above lemma is therefore an immediate consequence of Lemma 9. F and g being as above, consider the function P'= Hogg DaDaF. Its Fourier transform g' is given by where 1 dp(a) = J]_dp(aO, dp(z) = JJ_ dp(za), dp(z~) = H dp(za). Then /i is also in C*(G). Let Fi(X) =/i(exp X) (XGgo). Choose a compact neighbourhood U of zero in b0 corresponding to Lemma 11. Let y be the carrier of Pi (i.e. the smallest closed set outside which Pi is zero). Then yi=yr\(U+nO is the complete inverse image in U+xio (under the exponential mapping) of the intersection of the carrier of /i with the closed set exp (Z7+tto) (see corollary to Lemma 11) . Hence 71 is compact. Then £ = UMgx Ad (m)7i is also compact.
Moreover the exponential mapping is regular on 71 and therefore on E. Since E is compact, it is clear that there exists a compact neighbourhood
Vi of E in g0 such that the exponential mapping is everywhere regular on Vi. Put V=\Ju^.k Ad (u)Vi. Then V is still compact and the exponential mapping is regular on V. Let V be an open neighbourhood of V such that the exponential mapping is still regular on V. We may assume that the closure of V is compact. Select a function <p E C" (go) such that 0 = 1 on V and <f> = 0 outside V. We shall now obtain the Plancherel formula from Theorem 3. In the present case f)r0 = m0 (in the notation of § §3 and 4) and f)r0 is a maximal abelian subalgebra of f0. Hence A0, is a maximal abelian subgroup of X and it is its own centralizer in X (see A. Weil [12] ). Now the adjoint representation can be regarded as a complex representation of G on g*. Let u be an element in the centralizer of A+ in X. Then Ad (u) leaves every point in f)(,0 fixed. But since Ad (w) is an endomorphism of g* over C, it leaves every point in f)r0 also fixed. This proves that M = A°_ =.4_ = M0Z in the present case. Let A'_ be the normalizer of A-and X. Then the above argument shows that 41 is also the normalizer of A0=A+A°_ in X and therefore W=A'/A = 4L/4_ in the notation of §4. Moreover for any sEW, the mapping 4. Given any XG¡5-we can find a subset V\ of $+ of measure zero such that the character 5",x is irreducible for all v in $+ outside V\.
If we assume this theorem for a moment, we can derive the Plancherel formula as follows. Let F=Uxg:p_. Since 5-is a countable set, V is still a set of measure zero. Let V be the set of all vE%+ such that v = sv for some s 7a 1 in IF. Then V is a closed nowhere dense subset of %+ and its measure is zero. Let oV be a connected component of the complement of V in %+. Then g+ is an open subset of %+ and it is known (see Weyl [13 ] ) that for every vE%+ which is not in V there exists a unique 5G IF such that spEï §+ • Since S",,\(f) =Sy,\(f) it is clear that
where g+ is the complement of V in 5+' and w is the order of W. Therefore we get
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use from Theorem 3. Now the characters Sy,\ (vE%°+, XG5-) are all distinct and they are unitary and irreducible. Hence if £ is the set of all equivalenceclasses of irreducible unitary irreducible representations of G, we get a 1-1 mapping of g+ X%-into £ if we assign to each (v, X) the unique class w(v, X) in £ corresponding to the character Sr.\. We may therefore identify 5+ X%with its image under this mapping and thus regard g+ X¡5-as a subset of £. Let ¿p be the discrete measure on g_ which assigns to every point in ^^ the mass w. Then we can define a (positive) measure ¿w on £ as follows. Let F be a subset of £. We say that F is measurable if Fo = Fr\(x §°+ X8-) is measurable in g+ XS-and in case this is so we put /¿w = I dvdß.
F " F0
Then it is clear that
where P" is the character of the class co. Let g(x) = J conj (f(y))f(yx)dy.
Then g is also in C" (G) and therefore applying the above formula to g we get «(1) = f I /(*) \*dx = Jg Aw(/)¿co (/ G er (G))
where Nu(f) is defined as in §1. This gives the Plancherel formula for functions of class C"(G). Since such functions are dense in the Hubert space 7.2(G) of all square-integrable functions on G, the corresponding formula for functions in L2(G) follows in the usual way by completion.
Now it remains to prove Theorem 4 (9) . We shall say that a function XG5is dominant if sXïïX for all sEW (with respect to the lexicographic ordering defined in the beginning of §5). Let 5-be the set of all dominant functions in g-Let %* be the space of linear functions on f)*. Then $+ and 5-may be regarded as subsets of %*. Let £2 be the set of all equivalence classes of finitedimensional simple representations of X. A linear function nEiS* is called a weight of a class 35Gß if there exists a vector \p^0 in the representation space of any representation trG35such that <r(exp H)\p = e"(-H)\p (TTGf)r0). We (9) (Added ¡n proof.) A result considerably stronger than Theorem 4 has recently been obtained by F. Bruhat for the classical groups. Since it is possible to give a direct proof of his fundamental lemma (C.R. Acad. Sei. Paris vol. 238 (1954) p. 437) for all connected semisimple Lie groups, his results hold also for the exceptional groups. say that p is the highest (or lowest) weight of 35 if p+ar (or ß -a) is not a weight of 35 for any ctEQ-It is known that every weight lies in $:_ and every highest weight in %°_ (see for example [5, Part I]). Moreover there is a 1-1 correspondence A«-»35a between %°_ and ß such that A is the highest weight of 35a [5, Part I]. For any pErS-let 5" denote the equivalence class of the onedimensional representation h-^-^Qi) (hEAJ). Then we denote by (A:p) (AGS-) the number of times SM occurs in the reduction of 35a with respect to 4_. It is known that (A:A) = 1 and (A:p) = (A:sp) for any sEW (see Weyl [13] ).
Put iç>=Li(X) and define §$ (35GOE) to be the set of all elements in § which transform according to 35 under the left regular representation of X on £). As usual we normalise the Haar measures du and dh on X and A-in such a way that /x¿m =fA_dh = 1. Let X be any function in %°_. Put
Px= f Uh)r(h)dh J A-
where r is the right regular representation of X on S¿>-Then E\ is the orthogonal projection of § on §x = Px€>. Since (X:X) =1, it follows from the Frobenius reciprocity relation (see A. Weil Let v be a function in 3+ Then we have seen that tt'", and therefore ir",x, is unitary. We shall now show that ir,,\ is irreducible. Suppose §",x = §i = §2, where §1, ^2 are two mutually orthogonal closed subspaces which are both invariant under 7ry,x(G). Then /=/i+/2 (/¿Gí>¿, i = l, 2) and since f?¿0 we may assume /i^O.
Then it is clear that /iG£>i^$s>x an<^ therefore dim (£>iA£>í>x) e¿(35x). But we have seen above that dim (¡QxC^&Ti)) = ¿(35x). Therefore ¡QiC\lQ<£>x = !Q\r\i£>$)X and hence /G£>i-But then it follows from the definition of §",x that ^»»,xC §i. Therefore §",x is irreducible.
In order to prove the second part we need some lemmas. Put §0 License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use = Ei>eg &&• Then every element in §0 is well-behaved (see Theorem 4 and Lemma 30 of [ó]) under w¿ (pGS*)-Let 33 denote the universal enveloping algebra of g. We shall also denote by 7rM' the representation of 33 induced on §o (see [ó] ). Let Ao be a function in %"_ such that £>x<^ §: is a polynomial function on g*. Now let A be any function in ^°_. Then A+XG5--Let ^* denote the class in ß which is contragredient to 35a-Then -A is the lowest weight of 35*. Choose two representations cri, cr2 in 35a+x and 35Î respectively. We denote the corresponding representations of f0 (and therefore of f) also by the same symbols. Let Ui, Ui be the representation space of ai, <r2 respectively. Define a representation w of g on cViX U2 by the rule (10) ir(y+(X) + 7-(F)) = cri(A) + a2(Y) (A, F G f).
Then it is clear that it is irreducible. Let G' be the simply-connected covering group of G, Z' the kernel of the natural homomorphism of G' on G and X' the complete inverse image of X in G'. Then X' is connected and Z'CX' (see Mostow [9] ). Now w defines a representation of G' which we shall also denote by it. Note that A=7+(A)+7_(A) (AGf). Hence Then we know from the theory of compact Lie groups (see Weyl [13] ) that 
